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ABSTRACT Non-orthogonal Multiple Access (NOMA) has been envisioned as one of the key enabling
techniques to fulfill the requirements of future wireless networks. The primary benefit of NOMA is higher
spectrum efficiency compared to Orthogonal Multiple Access (OMA). This paper presents an error rate
comparison of two distinct NOMA schemes, i.e., power domain NOMA (PD-NOMA) and Sparse Code
Multiple Access (SCMA). In a typical PD-NOMA system, successive interference cancellation (SIC) is
utilized at the receiver, which however may lead to error propagation. In comparison, message passing
decoding is employed in SCMA. To attain the best error rate performance of PD-NOMA, we optimize
the power allocation with the aid of pairwise error probability and then carry out the decoding using
generalized sphere decoder (GSD). Our extensive simulation results show that SCMA system with “5×10”
setting (i.e., ten users communicate over five subcarriers, each active over two subcarriers) achieves better
uncoded BER and coded BER performance than both typical “1 × 2” and “2 × 4” PD-NOMA systems
in uplink Rayleigh fading channel. Finally, the impacts of channel estimation error on SCMA , SIC and
GSD based PD-NOMA and the complexity of multiuser detection schemes are also discussed.
INDEX TERMS Non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA), power domain NOMA (PD-NOMA), suc-
cessive interference cancellation (SIC), generalized sphere decoder (GSD), sparse code multiple access
(SCMA), bit error rate (BER).
I. INTRODUCTION
THE FIFTH-GENERATION (5G) networks and beyondare experiencing a paradigm shift from human-centric
data services to machine-centric ones [1]. A major challenge
here is how to support explosive growth of communication
devices for massive connectivity. Non-Orthogonal Multiple
Access (NOMA) schemes is regarded as an enabling tech-
nique which has received tremendous research attention from
both academia and industry [2]–[5].
The key idea of NOMA is to allocate the invalu-
able system resources in a non-orthogonal fashion for
overloaded multiuser communications. To date, numer-
ous NOMA schemes have been proposed, which can be
basically classified into two main categories, namely power-
domain NOMA (PD-NOMA) [6]–[10] and code-domain
NOMA [11]–[15]. PD-NOMA aims to multiplex two or
more users sharing the same time and frequency resources
by allocating them with different levels of power. By con-
trast, in code-domain NOMA, multiple users are mainly
separated through non-orthogonal codebooks/sequences. The
first scheme of code domain NOMA is referred as low
density signature (LDS) [11]. This technique is motivated
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by multi-carrier code division multiple access (MC-CDMA)
by introducing spreading matrix. Later, in 2013, sparse
code multiple access (SCMA) is proposed by Nikopour and
Baligh [14]. Unlike LDS, SCMA encoder directly map the
binary data to multidimensional complex domain codewords
which are selected from pre-designed codebook.
Both PD-NOMA and SCMA systems are distinctive from
each other with some unique features. In a PD-NOMA
system, multiple users are first transmitted using superposi-
tion coding (SC) and then decoded by successive interference
cancellation (SIC). On the other hand, SCMA, as a gen-
eralization of low-density signature CDMA (LDS-CDMA),
enjoys the constellation shaping gain which stems from prop-
erly designed sparse codebooks. In SCMA, the bits streams
are directly mapped to multidimensional complex codewords
selected from a predefined codebook [14], [15]. Unlike SIC
based multiuser detection (MUD), SCMA carries out the
decoding with the aid of message passing algorithm (MPA)
by exploiting the sparse structure of SCMA codewords. This
allows SCMA to achieve a near-optimal bit error rate (BER)
performance as well as a reduced complexity (compared that
of the maximum-likelihood receiver).
A. LITERATURE
For the performance of PD-NOMA, the current studies
mainly target at the sum-rate, outage probability and BER
performance. In [16], [17], BER performance of down-
link NOMA system with imperfect SIC over Nakagami-m
fading channels has been studied thoroughly. Specifically,
the closed-form expressions for the union bound on the
BERs were derived in [16] while considering imperfect SIC,
whereas the authors in [17] considered user fairness when
obtaining the BER expressions. The authors in [18] derived
an exact closed-form BER expressions under SIC error over
Rayleigh fading channels in a downlink NOMA system with
one base station (BS) and two users. It is worth noting that
the BER performance of uplink NOMA was also widely
studied. In [19], an exact average BER expression of QPSK
modulation for uplink PD-NOMA with SIC was obtained
under AWGN channel. In additional, the BER performance
for uplink PD-NOMA in the presence of SIC error was
considered in [19] and [21].
Different from [19]–[21], the authors in [22] applied joint
ML detection technique instead of the SIC technique to a
two-user uplink PD-NOMA system, and mathematically ana-
lyzed the BER performance. The SCMA technique has been
widely studied from different aspects in, e.g., [12], [23]–[29].
In [23], [24], codeword position index based sparse code
multiple access (CPI-SCMA) was proposed, which employs
the idea of index modulation (IM). The CPI-SCMA can
achieve better error rate performance in the high SNR region
and increase the robustness under channel estimation error
compare to conventional SCMA. The authors in [26], [27]
developed a novel secure transmission approach over phys-
ical layer for SCMA systems in the uplink and downlink
channels, respectively. In [28], the authors provided a sur-
vey on existing multidimensional constellations of SCMA
for uplink Raleigh fading channels. The BER performance
of those constellations were also evaluated and compared
under different channel conditions. A SCMA prototype with
up to 300% overloading was built in [29], with both lab
testing and field experiments conducted. The testing results
showed that SCMA can significantly increase (up to triple)
the system throughput while still maintaining the link level
performance close to orthogonal multiple access.
It is worth to mention that the current studies on PD-
NOMA and SCMA are mostly carried out in a disjoint
manner and little has been understood on their BER com-
parison. In [30], two code-domain NOMA schemes with
sparse and dense codebooks, i.e., SCMA and dense code
multiple access (DCMA), were analyzed and compared in
terms of their link level performance and complexity. In [31],
the authors compared the BERs of the following three
NOMA schemes: SCMA, MUSA and PDMA. PD-NOMA
and NOMA-2000 were compared with each other in terms
of BER and outage probability in [32] and [33], respec-
tively. The only existing comparison between PD-NOMA
and SCMA is [34], where the authors solve the resource
allocation problem of SCMA and PD-NOMA by applying
the successive convex approximation method.
B. MOTIVATION AND CONTRIBUTION
As can be noted from the literature, despite a large body of
literature on PD-NOMA and SCMA, a fair comparison of
these two in terms of their error rate performance is still miss-
ing. Although the authors in [34] compared PD-NOMA and
SCMA from the resource allocation and receiver complexity
aspects, their results provide little insight on the error rate
performance. Moreover, BER is a key performance indicator
for the evaluation of a technique in communication systems.
These motivate us to study the BER performance and make a
fair comparison between the two NOMA schemes in uplink
Rayleigh channels.
We briefly summarize the contributions as follows:
1) We conduct the fair comparison between two distinct
NOMA techniques, namely PD-NOMA and SCMA.
The BER performance of two schemes are studied
and compared in uplink Rayleigh channels under the
condition of the same system overloading and diver-
sity. In particular, SCMA system with “5×10” setting
(i.e., ten users communicate over five subcarriers, each
active over two subcarriers) are compared with typical
“1 × 2” and “2 × 4” PD-NOMA systems.
2) To attain the best error rate performance of PD-
NOMA, we first view the “2 × 4” PD-NOMA system
as a rank-deficient MIMO system and then carry out
non-linear MUD by using generalized sphere decoder
(GSD), which has the capability of achieving BER
approaching to that of the maximum-likelihood (ML)
receiver with relatively low complexity. Then, dynamic
power allocation is considered for SIC and GSD aided
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FIGURE 1. Illustration of the encoding of a 4 × 6 SCMA system where every user
selects a sparse codeword from a specific codebook with size 4.
PD-NOMA and power allocation is also optimized
with the aid of pairwise error probability (PEP) for
the GSD based PD-NOMA. Moreover, a fair computa-
tional complexity comparison of the detection between
the PD-NOMA and SCMA schemes is also carried out.
3) We also evaluate the coded BER performance with
low-density parity-check (LDPC) code of the two
systems and uncoded BER performance under chan-
nel estimation errors. In particular, The comparison
results reveal that SCMA achieves better gain in both
uncoded and coded BER performances, as well as in
the presence of channel estimation errors compared to
PD-NOMA.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we
present the system models of SCMA and PD-NOMA, as well
as the multi-user detection (MUD) for SCMA. In Section III,
we briefly introduce SIC for PD-NOMA. To make a fair
comparison with SCMA, GSD with corresponding power
allocation is also proposed for PD-NOMA in this section.
Systems performance are evaluated in Section IV. Finally,
Section V concludes this paper.
II. SYSTEM MODEL OF SCMA AND PD-NOMA
In this section, we present the uplink SCMA and PD-NOMA
system, respectively. For simplicity but without loss of gen-
erality, we assume that the base station (BS) and all users
are equipped with single antenna in both systems.
A. SCMA
Consider an uplink SCMA system with J users spreading
over the same K orthogonal resources, e.g., K OFDM sub-
carriers. To meet the demand of massive connectivity in
5G, the number of users is normally larger than that of
resources, i.e., J > K and the overloading factor is defined
as λ = JK > 1. The process of bits mapping and SCMA
codewords transmission are depicted in Fig. 1.
FIGURE 2. Factor graph for SCMA with J = 6, K = 4, N = 2, dr = 3 and dn = 2.
On the transmitter side, for j-th user, the SCMA encoder
maps log2(M) coded binary bits to K dimensional com-
plex codebook set Xj with size M, which is defined as [35]
fj : Blog2 M → Xj ∈ X ∈ CK, xj = f (bj), where bj is the
binary vector,M is the modulation order of the codebook. All
the K-dimensional complex codewords in the SCMA code-
book are sparse vectors with N < K non-zero elements. It is
worth noting that the sparsity inherent in the SCMA code-
book can reduce the number of users occupying the same
frequency resources and further allow the receiver to adopt
low complexity MPA to detect signals with a near optimal
MUD performance. In addition, in order to avoid any of the
two users transmiting over the same N resources set, the max-
imum number of users is J = (KN
) = K!N!(K−N)! . The codeword
set for j-th user is given by Xj = {xj1, . . . xjm, . . . , xjM}.
To further capture the sparse feature of SCMA codebooks,
the indication matrix and factor graph are introduced as
shown in Fig. 2. In indicator matrix F, the set of nonzero
elements in each row correspond to the users who occupy the
same subcarrier while the ones in each column represent the
set of subcarriers which user j utilizes to transmit signal. The
element in F is defined as fk,j. In the corresponding factor
graph, the user node (UN) j connects with the resource node
(RN) k when fk,j = 1. In other word, each RN is connected
with UNs which share the same subcarrier. We define that
ξk = {j|fk,j = 0} and ζj = {k|fk,j = 0} are the set of non-
zero’s position in the k-th row and j-th column, respectively.
Thus, the number of users which collides over subcarrier k
is dr, i.e., |ξk| = dr, and the number of subcarrier occupied
by user j is du, i.e., |ζj| = du.









xj + n, (1)
where hj = [h1,j, h2,j, . . . , hK,j]T ∈ CK×1 is the channel
coefficient vector between the base station and user j, xj =
[x1,j, x2,j, . . . , xK,j]T ∈ CK×1 is the transmitted codeword
for user j. diag(·) denotes the diagonalization of a matrix.
n = [n1, n2, . . . , nK]T is the complex Gaussian vector with
the variance with zero mean and variance N0, i.e., n ∼
CN (0, σ 2I).
The above SCMA signal model can be easily extended
to downlink case. In downlink channel, users’ data are first
supposed at the base station and then transmitted over K
orthogonal subcarriers. The received signal of user j can be





xj + n. (2)
B. MULTI-USER DETECTION OF SCMA SYSTEM
In uplink SCMA systems, the task of BS is to decode the
transmitted codewords for each user. In the following sub-
section, the optimal maximum-likelihood (ML) detection and
MPA-based detection are introduced. We assume that the
channel information is perfectly known by BS.
Given the received signal y and the available chan-
nel information H = (h1,h2, . . . ,hJ), the joint optimum
maximum a posteriori (MAP) detection can be utilized to
estimate x̂ by maximizing the joint a posteriori probability
mass function of the transmitted codewords, which can be
expressed as

















Since each possible codeword is transmitted with equal
probability by each user (i.e., p(x) = 1M ), the MAP detection
scheme is simplified as the ML solution and can be further
presented as












However, the execution of ML detection scheme is to
exhaustively search all the possible codeword combinations
for all users (i.e., the total number of possible codeword
combinations is MJ , which grows exponentially with J).
Thanks to the sparsity property of the SCMA codewords,
the MPA detector has been applied to reduce the complexity
at chip-level, specifically, from O(MJ) to O(Mdu). In MPA,
the probability of users’ messages are iteratively updated
between the two types of nodes (RNs and UNs) associ-
ated with the underlying factor graph. Define Irk→uj(xj) and
Iuj→rk(xj) as the messages sent along edge ek,j from RN
rk and UN uj, respectively. The basic procedure of origi-
nal MPA detector explores the parallel scheduling strategy.
At each iteration, all RNs, and subsequently all UNs pass
update messages to their neighbors and change the proba-
bility of each candidate codewords. The message updates in


















































FIGURE 3. Two user NOMA scheme in downlink and uplink.
where
∑
∼xj denotes the summation of the codewords of
user j except xj, t is the iteration index.
C. PD-NOMA
In PD-NOMA, multiplexing is performed in the power
domain. In the downlink scenario as shown in Fig. 3, users’
data are superposed at BS by allocating optimal power to
each user. For the two users case, user far away from BS
(far user), who experiences poor channel condition, is usu-
ally assigned with stronger power, while the user closer to
BS (near user) is allocated with weaker power. In this case,
the far user can detect its signal directly by treating the near
user’s signal as noise, while the near user first detects the
far user’s signal and subtracts it from the received signal
before detecting its own signal. This strategy is called suc-
cessive interference cancellation (SIC) [2]. However, in the
uplink case, the power transmitted per user is limited by the
user’s maximum battery power. Power control can be used
to boost up the performance of the users with better channel
gain, while maintaining the performance of the users with
weaker channel gains at a certain level. Let h1 denote chan-
nel coefficient of the near user, whereas h2 is the channel
coefficient of the far user, then received signal for a single-






Pβ2u2 + n, (7)
where u1 and u2 are the transmitted signals of the near and
far user, respectively. Pi = √Pβi denotes the transmission
power for each user. n is the additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN) with zero mean and variance σ 2n .
In (7), users’ data are transmitted on a specific subcarrier,
and are not spread over multiple subcarriers, which means
the diversity order (DO) in this case is 1. However, in SCMA
system, as discussed in Section II, data are sparsely spread
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over several subcarriers, indicating that SCMA enjoys addi-
tional DO compared to the above PD-NOMA system. For
a far comparison, the DO and overloading factor are also
considered to be equal, which indicates that the number of
carriers occupied by each user is the same. Hence, we also
consider the PD-NOMA system with DO > 1.
We now consider the uplink (K × J) PD-NOMA system
where J users transmit signals over K subcarriers with dif-
ferent power levels. Let hj = [h1,j, h2,j, . . . , hK,j]T be the
channel fading vector corresponding to user j, the elements
of which are assumed to be independent and identically dis-
tributed (i.i.d) complex random variables with zero mean
and unit variance, i.e., hk,j ∼ CN (0, 1). Moreover, denote√
pj as the transmit power vector of user j and let n =
[n1, n2, . . . , nK]T be the AWGN vector with nk ∈ CN (0, 1).
Each user adopts quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK)
modulation and the transmitted symbol is denoted as uj.
The received K dimensional signal vector has the following
representation
y = Hu + n, (8)
where
H = [√p1h1,√p2h2, . . . ,√pJhJ
]
,
u = [u1, u2, . . . , uJ]T . (9)
As the DO and number of users in PD-NOMA system
increase, the implementation of suitable multi-user detection
and interference cancellation schemes are more challeng-
ing and will incur additional computational complexity. For
the downlink scenario, this may be a bottleneck because of
limited processing capabilities for terminal users, as well
as security concerns. However, for the uplink case, the
computation is affordable at BS.
III. RECEIVER DESIGN AND POWER ALLOCATION FOR
PD-NOMA
In the conventional PD-NOMA, SIC with linear complex-
ity is adopted as the MUD. However, for SCMA systems,
the MPA-based detector has higher complexity. To make
a fair comparison with SCMA, we aim to conduct both
SIC and ML based joint MUD for PD-NOMA. More
specifically, besides SIC, generalized sphere decoder (GSD)
will be introduced for PD-NOMA, which has near-ML
performance while maintaining relatively low complexity.
Moreover, to further evaluate and optimize the system
performance PD-NOMA, we also optimize power allocation
for PD-NOMA.
A. SIC
When decoding the user with strongest power at BS, signals
from other users are treated as noise in the SIC process.
Assuming the order of decoding is π(1), π(2), . . . , π(J),
the input signal of j-th detection of user π(j) is the received
signal vector after subtraction of the signal component from








p(π(l))u(π(l)) + n. (10)
The detector could be zero forcing, minimum mean square
error or ML detector for each user. When the ML is applied
for j-th user, the estimated symbol vector can be written as
ûML(π(j)) = arg min
u∈u ‖r(π(j)) − h(π(j))u(π(j))‖. (11)
The complexity of the ML detector depends on the total
number of valid constellation combinations due to exhaustive
search. For each user, the size of u is 2M , where M is the
modulation order. Assuming that perfect SIC is achieved at
BS, the signal-to-interference and noise power ratio (SINR)




l=j+1 p(π(l))‖h(π(l))‖2 + σ 2n
. (12)
B. GENERALIZED SPHERE DECODER
We consider the optimal detection based on the linear MIMO
signal model in (8) by using a sphere decoder (SD). However,
the system overloading is larger than 1, i.e., J > K, which
means for random channel fading coefficients, the rank of
H is K which is less than J. In this case, HHH is positive
semidefinite and its Cholesky factor is not full rank [36].
Hence, conducting the optimal detection directly based on
Eq. (8) by using a standard MMSE or SD detector might not
work efficiently due to the rank-deficient problem. In this
paper, we implement GSD proposed by Cui and Tellambura
in [36] to address this issue.
Since all the elements in u are of constant modulus with
QPSK modulation in (8), the product uHu is equal to J.
The idea of GSD is to solve the original SD constraint by
adding a constant λJ to both sides, resulting in ‖y − Hu‖2 +
λJ < r, where r =
√
1 + r2SD is the new hypersphere of
radius in GSD. Consider the Cholesky decomposition of the
positive definite matrix Q  HHH + λI. Consequently, Q
can be Cholesky factorized as Q = DHD, where D is an
upper triangular matrix. Obviously, D is a full-rank matrix.
Moreover, let r  (HD−1)Hy and we have
û = arg min
u∈QJ
(









‖r − Du‖2. (13)
The above derivation shows that the rank-deficient equation
in the original ML criteria can be transformed to (13), where
a standard SD can be further applied to solve the equation.
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C. POWER ALLOCATION
Based on the assumption of perfect CSI acquisition, users
assign appropriate power to subcarriers for optimize the
system performance. Now we consider the power allocation
for GSD-PD-NOMA system. Let u = [u1, u2, . . . , uJ]T be
the transmitted signal of J users. The received signal vector
in (8) can be formed in a row vector representation as
























Denote Mj as the constellation size for the j-th user. We
define {U} as the set of all ∏Jj=1 Mj possible combined sym-
bols of (16) and let Ua,Ub ∈ {U} be the two different
elements of {U}. Denote uja and ujb as the transmitted sym-
bols of the j-th user corresponding to Ua and Ub, respectively.
For the ML based detection criterion at the receiver, the con-






















where Q(x) = 12π
∫∞
x e
−t2/2dt is the Gaussian Q-function.
For the given modulation and channel matrix coefficient H
at each data transmission, the bit error at the receiver side
depends on the power allocation vector of users and the
noise level. Following the approach in [37], [38], the average
symbol error probability (ASEP) of the of j-th user with joint












































































The ASEP of system can be obtained by averaging over
all single user ASEP, i.e., P(e) = 1J
∑J
j=1 Pj(e). On the right-
hand side of (18), the first part of the second term is the
union bound probability of the single user case, where users’
signals are detected correctly except for user j. Obviously, the
optimal power allocation is to minimize P(e) by considering
all the combinations of Ua,Ub ∈ {U} that contribute to ASEP
under the given channel condition. Since it is quite chal-
lenging (if not impossible) to deal with the optimal power
allocation with the expression in (18), we only consider a
suboptimal dynamic power allocation based on the single
user case.
Define δmin = [0, . . . , δj,min, . . . , 0]T as the minimum
symbol-wise distance of transmitted messages, where δj,min
is the minimum symbol-wise distance for a single user. The
corresponding minimum symbol-wise distance for the row












When channel coefficients are perfectly known at trans-




































For QPSK modulation set
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have δj ∈ {
√
2, 2}, i.e., δ2
jmin
= 2. Instead of directly mini-
mizing the ASEP in (18), we minimize the right term in (20)
to obtain a suboptimal solution. Then, the power allocation
optimization can be formulated as








pj = P (21)
Let λj = ∑Kk=1 h2k,j, which is a known constant for user j.
The above can be transformed into a standard linear program-
ming (LP) problem. Assume the channel gain is ordered such
that λ1 ≤ λ2 ≤, . . . ,≤ λJ , the optimization problem can be
rewritten as
p = arg max p1λ1
s.t. p1λ1 − pmλm ≤ 0,m = 2, 3, . . . , J
J∑
j=1
pj = P (22)
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FIGURE 4. BER performance of (1 × 2)-PD-NOMA of different power imbalance with
SIC receiver in uplink Rayleigh fading channels.
Existing approaches such as Lagrangian duality and sim-
plex algorithm [39], [40] can be applied to solve the LP
optimization problem. In fact, the objective function in (22)





, i, j = 1, 2, . . . , J
J∑
j=1
pj = P. (23)
The power vector can be easily obtained by solving the
above linear equations.
IV. COMPARISONS OF SCMA AND PD-NOMA
In this section, we present the simulation results in terms of
BER performance and channel estimation error for uplink
PD-NOMA and SCMA over Rayleigh fading channels. We
consider two PD-NOMA settings:1) K = 1, J = 2 and
2) K = 2, J = 4. In addition, K = 5 and J = 10 is
considered in the SCMA system and the indicator matrix






1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0
0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1






A. COMPARISON OF UNCODED BER
We first evaluate the performance of (1×2) PD-NOMA with
the SIC receiver, as shown in Fig. 4. For the uplink PD-
NOMA with the SIC decoder, we employ both fixed power
allocation and dynamic power allocation strategies according
to channel gain. The fixed power allocation is carried out for
FIGURE 5. BER performance of (1 × 2)-PD-NOMA and (5 × 10)-SCMA with λ = 2 in
uplink Rayleigh fading channel.
different power splitting factors, i.e., α = 2/3, 7/9, 4/5, 8/9,
which have been used in [31], [32]. The user with better
channel gain will be allocated with power αP, whereas the
another user will transmit with power (1−α)P. In this case,
the corresponding SINRs for two users can be expressed as
SINR1 = αP|h1|
2
(1 − α)P|h2|2 + δ2n
,




Obviously, with the fixed power allocation, the SINR1
for the first user increases as α increases. From Fig. 4, for
α = 2/3, where the power imbalance is 3 dB between two
users, it leads to inherent BER degradation in the high SNR
region. This is because with small α (e.g., α = 2/3), which
means small SINR1, the error propagation from the first
detected symbol will deteriorate the performance. Although
we have tried some other power splitting factor selections,
no major BER performance improvement has been observed.
The main observation to emphasize here is that fixed power
imbalance between two users causes BER deterioration either
in the low SNR or high SNR region. Therefore, we consider
dynamic power allocation between users, where the power
allocation satisfies SINR1 −SINR2 = 5 dB. The gap between
SINR1 and SINR2 can help to mitigate the error propagation
problem in the SIC process. As observed from Fig. 4, the
PD-NOMA with dynamic power allocation exhibits 4 dB
gain at BER = 10−3 compared to the fixed power imbalance
strategy.
Next, we provide the BER comparison results of the two
system with same system overloading λ = 2. Fig. 5 presents
the performance for (1×2)-PD-NOMA and (5×10)-SCMA
system. We utilize both SIC and GSD decoders for PD-
NOMA, whereas MPA is adopted in SCMA. As can be
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FIGURE 6. BER performance of (2 × 4)-PD-NOMA and (5 × 10)-SCMA in uplink
Rayleigh fading channel. The two system have same overloading, and each user
occupies same number of subcarriers.
seen from Fig. 5, the GSD detector with power imbalance
between two users achieves about 2 dB gain compared to
the uniform power allocation. The SIC outperforms GSD.
The main reason is that for the (1 × 2)-PD-NOMA, the SIC
with the dynamic power allocation strategy makes better
utilization of the channel coefficients to optimize the system
performance than that of the GSD, which is a suboptimal
strategy.
For the two systems, there exists a large performance
gap (10 dB) between conventional (1 × 2)-PD-NOMA and
(5 × 10)-SCMA system. It is worth mentioning that the two
systems have the same system overloading λ = 2, but SCMA
enjoys additional diversity gain since the user-specific code-
words are spread over several frequency resources. To make
a more fairer comparison, we also compare the performance
of two systems with the same overloading factor and number
of occupied resources for each user.
Results for (2 × 4)-PD-NOMA and (5 × 10)-SCMA
systems with the same overloading and diversity order are
shown in Fig. 6. Similar to (1 × 2)-PD-NOMA system, sev-
eral power allocation vectors are considered for SIC. We
can observe that the BER curves of SIC lie far from the
GSD curves of PD-NOMA and SCMA. The curve of PD-
NOMA with
√
P = [1.7 0.83 0.43 0.24] has a BER floor
at 4 × 10−5. The reason is that the inappropriate power
allocation between users will easy lead to error propaga-
tion, as well as the failure in decoding of users’ signal with
less power. In addition, when comparing SIC for (1 × 2)
in Fig. 5 and (2 × 4)-PD-NOMA in Fig. 6, we see that
SIC with extra diversity but the same system overloading
can achieve additional BER performance gain in the high
SNR region. That is to say, by introducing diversity, PD-
NOMA can achieve better performance and maintain the
same system overloading compared to conventional (1 × 2)
system. However, the power allocation will be more com-
plex as the number of users increases. For GSD, it can
achieve better performance compared to the SIC aided PD-
NOMA, and BER performance can be improved 2 dB with
the proposed dynamic power allocation compared with uni-
form power allocation. In this case, the power imbalance
required by PD-NOMA is maintained by different channel
fading gains experienced by different users. Therefore equal
power allocation would still work for the uplink systems.
Finally, it is apparent that SCMA outperforms PD-NOMA
by 2 dB, even when dynamic power allocation with the GSD
detector is applied in PD-NOMA.
B. COMPARISON OF CODED BER
In this subsection, we compare the BER performance of
two systems with LDPC codes, as shown in Fig. 7. More
specifically, the (2 × 4)-PD-NOMA with GSD receiver and
(1 × 2)-PD-NOMA with SIC receiver are compared with
(5×10)-SCMA system. We set α = 0.8 for the fixed power
allocation of SIC receiver. The single tree-search (STS) based
GSD proposed in [41] is adopted to construct the soft-output
decoding of PD-NOMA system. For both SCMA and PD-
NOMA, we apply two LDPC codes with rate of 0.4545 and
0.5882. The information bits are fixed with 200 bits. For
example, when the second rate 0.5882 is used, the LDPC
block consists of 200 bits and 340 bits before and after
encoding, respectively. From Fig. 7, we have the following
key observations:
1) For the two LDPC rates, the GSD with power allo-
cation achieves 3dB gain and SIC receiver with dynamic
power allocation achieve about 2 dB gain over the fixed
power allocation for the BER between 10−5 and 10−3.
2) The coding gain between SCMA system and PD-NOMA
system with conventional SIC receiver is same for the two
rates, where 3dB gain is attained by SCMA for the BER
between 10−5 and 10−2. 3) It is interesting to see GSD
detector with dynamic power allocation works well at rate
of 0.4545 and achieves almost 8.5dB coding gain compared
to that of 0.5882. When considering the power allocation
for PD-NOMA system, GSD can achieve better uncoded
BER performance than SCMA, which is shown in Fig. 6. In
this case, the performance gap becomes marginal between
SCMA and GSD based PD-NOMA when LDPC rate is small
in Fig. 7b.
C. COMPARISON OF UNCODED BER WITH CHANNEL
ESTIMATION ERROR
In the previous section, we assume perfect SIC and chan-
nel estimation. In practical wireless systems, however, it
is quite challenging to obtain perfect channel coefficients.
The channel estimation error (CEE) will affect the decoding
performance. Hence, it is of practical interest to compare
the BER performance of PD-NOMA and SCMA in the
presence of channel estimation errors. Considering CEE, we
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FIGURE 7. Coded BER performance of PD-NOMA and SCMA in uplink Rayleigh fading channel.
FIGURE 8. Uncoded BER comparison with CEE coefficients ε in uplink Raleigh channels for EbN0 at 30dB and 20dB respectively.
will model the estimated channel coefficients for user j as
follows [30]
ĥj = hj ·
(




where ĥj is the estimate of the original channel hj. 0 < ε ≤ 1
is the normalized CEE factor and 
j is the uniform dis-
tributed and complexed-value random variable over the
unitary circle |x| ≤ 1.
In Fig. 8, we compare the uncoded BER performance of
SCMA, GSD and SIC PD-NOMA with channel estimation
error ε ∈ [0, 0.16]. Fig. 8(a) depicts the two-users uplink
scenario with EbN0 = 30 dB. The BER performances at
EbN0 = 30 dB with CEE are denoted by “BER (GSD,
30 dB, 0 < ε ≤ 0.16), BER (SIC, 30 dB, 0 < ε ≤ 0.16)”
and “BER (SIC, 30 dB, dynamic power allo. 0 < ε ≤ 0.16)”,
respectively. It is apparent that when 0 < ε, the CEE leads
to BER performance deterioration, which has a similar effect
to that of a decreased EbN0.
To examine which detector is more resilient to CEE, we
have also simulated BER at EbN0 = 24 dB and EbN0 =
25 dB as shown by the dash line. Let us define ε(j)i , {i =
1, 2, 3; j = 1, 2}, where superscript (j) denotes the two SNR
values and the subscript i indicates three different decoding
schemes, i.e., GSD, SIC with fixed power allocation and SIC
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1 are the CEEs of GSD, which satisfy
BER
(
GSD,EbN0 = 30dB, ε(1)1
)
= BER(GSD,EbN0 = 24dB, ε = 0),
BER
(
GSD,EbN0 = 30dB, ε(2)1
)
= BER(GSD,EbN0 = 25dB, ε = 0). (27)
Similarly, we can obtain ε(1)2 , ε
(2)





2 for SIC (dynamic power allo.) at EbN0 = 24 dB and
EbN0 = 25 dB, respectively. For BERs of the (1 × 2)-PD-
NOMA system shown in Fig. 8(a), we have ε(1)1 ≈ 0.063,
ε
(1)
2 ≈ 0.044 and ε(1)3 ≈ 0.09, indicating that the GSD based
PD-NOMA is more sensitive to CEE while the SIC with
dynamic power allocation is most robust among the others.
Alternatively, when comparing ε(2)1 ≈ 0.078, ε(2)2 = 0.052
and ε(2)3 ≈ 0.12, the assertion is the same.
For the BERs of (2 × 4)-PD-NOMA and (5 × 10)-SCMA
systems shown in Fig. 8(b), we also consider ε(j)i with super-
script (j), {j = 1, 2} denoting the two SNR values (18 dB
and 19 dB) and the subscript i, {i = 1, 2, 3} for SCMA,
GSD and SIC aided PD-NOMA, respectively. It is clear that
the GSD based PD-NOMA is more resilient than SCMA as
ε
(1)
1 ≈ 0.05, ε(1)2 ≈ 0.04. As for the PD-NOMA with SIC,
the BER changes slowly with CEE at SNR = 20 dB. The
reason is that the BER performance is mainly dominated
by limited SINR with the increasing number of users. Here,
we also simulated the CEE for SIC at SNR = 28 dB (BER
≈ 5 × 10−4), which provides the same result.
D. COMPARISON OF COMPLEXITY
In this subsection, we compare the complexities of the
GSD and SIC detectors for PD-NOMA and MPA detec-
tor for SCMA system, respectively. As for the SCMA
system, the MPA in log-domain is adopted in the simula-
tion results, which has a modest computational complexity.
The addition and multiplication operations in Log-MPA are
(JduMdrNiter + KMdr − NiterMJdu) and (JduMdr (Niterdr +
1)+JM(Niterdu+1)(du−1)) respectively, where Niter refers
to the number of MPA iterations [42]. For the GSD detector,
the complexity is proportional to the number of nodes visited
on the tree and consequently, to the number of points visited
in the spheres of radius and constellation size. More specif-
ically, for a wide range of SNRs and numbers of antennas,
the expected complexity is polynomial, in fact, often roughly
cubic [43]. In PD-NOMA system, the SIC detector has the
linear complexity, which is much lower than that of GSD
and MPA. The floating point (FLOP) operations which refers
to either a complex multiplication or a complex addition is
calculated to further compare the computation complexity of
the three detectors. We define the normalized complexity as
follows:
Normalized Complexity  Number of FLOPs
J log2 M
. (28)
TABLE 1. Complexity comparison for PD-NOMA and SCMA systems (M = 4).
In (5 × 10)-SCMA system, for decoding convergence, we
set Niter = 10 in the simulation, and the complexity of the
GSD detector is averaged over the SNR range [0, 30]dB with
step size 2dB. As can be seen in Table 1, the complexity
of SCMA receiver is much higher than that of PD-NOMA
receiver.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have carried out the bit error rate com-
parison for two distinct overloaded NOMA systems, i.e.,
PD-NOMA and SCMA. For PD-NOMA, in addition to SIC,
we also applied the GSD detector with proposed dynamic
power imbalance between users to optimize the system
performance. We provided comprehensive simulation results
for both SCMA and PD-NOMA. For PD-NOMA with SIC
receiver, our results demonstrated that dynamic power allo-
cation outperforms fixed power allocation in the uplink link
Rayleigh fading channel. Moreover, by increasing the diver-
sity (e.g., 2 × 4 PD-NOMA system), while maintaining the
same overloading for PD-NOMA, we can enhance the BER
performance. The third important observation is that although
fairness between two systems and BER optimization for PD-
NOMA have been explicitly taken into consideration, SCMA
still outperforms PD-NOMA in terms of uncoded and coded
BER, as well as in the presence of channel estimation errors.
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